Cosmetic dentistry in ancient times – a short review
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Abstract
Paleoodontological research has proven that some form of cosmetic dentistry existed in ancient times. Intentional dental mutilation, dental decoration and modifications on anterior teeth have been widespread occurrences in many cultures. The fact that there are various names for these phenomena indicates different interpretations of data gained from research into this type of intervention into human dentition. Although archaeological specimens of modified teeth are usually isolated and damaged, they broaden our knowledge of ancient nations and human behaviour in the past. This paper describes examples of such intervention from Southeast Asia, Africa, pre-Columbian America and Europe, as well as Phoenician and Etruscan dental art. It is interesting that different civilisations with no mutual contact and very distinct cultures have developed such similar customs. This could be considered evidence that the sense of and need for beauty lies deep within human nature.
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Throughout the history of humanity, healthy teeth have represented a symbol of youth, health, beauty and strength, but they also have held other meaning. Some forms of cosmetic dentistry have been practised for thousands of years. Dental mutilation and dental decoration of anterior teeth have been documented in many cultures in the past. These were performed because for ritual-religious purposes,
aesthetic reasons, or because they represented symbol of prestige, a sign of belonging to a specific social group (1). Similar rituals have been preserved until the present. One example of this is spiritual tooth drilling (Mapandies) among Hindu youths from Bali tribes. It is a rite of passage, in this case entrance into adulthood through the symbolic act of destroying the Six soul enemies such as anger, pride, greed, etc.

Although archaeological samples of modified teeth are usually isolated and damaged, they broaden our knowledge of ancient nations and human behaviour in the past. Various forms of dental mutilation and decorations have been found in some of the earliest civilisations in China, India, Southeast Asia, Africa and North America, although best documented specimens of these activities come from pre-Columbian America.

The earliest known evidence of drilling human teeth dates from 7500–9000 years ago. Eleven drilled permanent molar crowns, from nine adults, were found in the Neolithic town of Mehrgarh in Pakistan. The holes vary in depth between 0.5 and 3.5 mm, with diameters ranging from 1.3 to 3.2 mm. Research into such findings has even allowed from the reconstruction of possible primitive tools for enamel drilling (2). The posterior location of the drilled holes caused controversy: was this performed for therapeutic or aesthetic reasons? We may never learn whether they were trying to relieve pain caused by these teeth, to make them more beautiful or to release evil spirits.

Mayan dental mutilation consisted of surface grooves, occlusal notches and/or incrustations of jade, turquoise or pyrite inlays. This practice dates from 500-900 A.D. (3,4,5). Mexican anthropologist Romero established a classification system for the great variety of mutilations. In 1965, Romero described seven basic types of intentional dental alterations, based on a collection of 1212 teeth at the Instituto Nacionale de antropologia e Historia in Mexico City. The basic types are named form A to G with 5 or more subtypes, for a total of 59 different variants. This classification is based on alteration of crown contours, surface decorations, or both. Romero's tooth mutilation types from the 1970’s became a reference to researchers worldwide (Figure 1). The most frequently mutilated teeth are maxillary central and lateral incisors and canines. This fact along with findings of dental modification, especially inlays, in skeletons of young individuals could be argued for decorative pattern. Whatever the reasons were for such procedures they continue to be explored (6).

There is evidence that the Mayas had practiced the implantation of shell pieces instead of missing teeth. During excavating burial sites in Honduras in 1931, archaeologists found a fragment of mandible dating from about 600 A.D. This mandible had three tooth shaped pieces of shell placed into the sockets of three missing lower incisor teeth. It is the earliest endosseous alloplastic implants discovered yet (7).

The specimen of upper incisors from Halin (Burma) provides evidence of dental decoration in Southeast Asia. According to Chinese references the “gold teeth” from Halin may date back to 7th century A.D. or later. The specimens of teeth were decorated by the insertion of several golden inlays into small perforations cut into the enamel of the upper incisors. This elegant form of cosmetic dentistry demonstrated that decorated teeth were considered objects of beauty (8).
Figure 1 Classification system for the variety of dental mutilations given by Romero. Redrawn from Kelley MA, Larsen CS.-editors Advances in Dental Anthropology, NewYork Willey-Liss, Inc 1991.

There are also specimens of dental mutilation from North America. The Sky Ariae (Colorado) specimen originates from a period ranging from 880-1170 A.D. It represents a perforated and drilled lower right canine. This is the first example of tooth modification from the American Southwest. The second specimen, originates from Tennessee, and dates from 900 – 1250 A.D. It represents a
mutilated upper central incisor with a transverse mesiodistal groove in the cervical part of the labial surface, and a single notch on the incisal edge. For the first specimen, it is not possible to determine the motivation for drilling but the second example clearly suggests that individuals of higher status displayed such mutilation, considering the position of the grave in which the specimen was found (9,10).

Numerous studies have described tooth modification in Africans living in the past (11,12,13). Tooth modification has been practised in Northwest and Western Central Africa in prehistoric times. Archaeological findings have established that this practice existed at least from the third millennium B.C. The two most common methods of mutilation were filing or chipping the incisal edge of the incisors. A third, seemingly less common method, ablation, has also been detected, although it may have been more frequent in other areas in Africa (14). The form of modification depends upon the localisation and ethnicity of the individual baring the modification (15,16).

Only one example of dental modification has been documented in Europe. Horizontal grooves have been described on the labial surfaces of anterior teeth of roughly 25 young men. Skeletal remains have been found at several burial sites in Sweden and Denmark dated to the Viking Age, from 800-1050 A.D. (17).

Two retentive appliances belonging to Phoenician dental art have been discovered, both from tombs near Sidon. The best known specimen of Phoenician dental art is the mandibular retentive appliance which dates from between the fifth and fourth centuries B.C. It consists of four natural lower teeth acting as anchors for two carved ivory teeth held between them, which were bound with golden wire (7,18).

It is known that the Etruscans were the first to fabricate true dental appliances. Etruscan dental art displayed great creativity and allows us to observe the high standard of Etruscan dentistry in the 7th and 6th centuries B.C. It is the art of applying artificial substitutes for lost teeth. The usual practice was to fit gold bands over the remaining natural teeth. Bands were constructed to carry the artificial teeth. The missing teeth were replaced with ox teeth, reshaped ivory or human teeth. This type of bridge was not to be fabricated again until the 19th century (19).

All of the above could be described using a phrase borrowed from Scott and Turner: “Writing history with teeth” (20). We would add “Learning history through teeth”. Paleodontological research has proven that various pathological conditions of the teeth and jaws were present among our ancestors. Also, research has shown that cosmetic dentistry existed in ancient times. This signifies that old civilisations were considered teeth as one of the principal ornaments of the face. It is interesting that those distinct civilisations developed such similar customs even without any mutual contact and despite their vast differences. This could be considered evidence that the sense of and need for beauty resides deep within human nature.
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